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How Can Landscape Architecture improve lakefront parks, preserve tourism and reduce nutrients overloads: A case study of Lake Mitchell, SD.  And using ecotourism to reducing nutrients overloads while preserving culture and tourism. 
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The project is in Mitchell South Dakota on a man-made reservoir that was established in 1928. Lake Mitchell is just north of the tourism hot spot of south Dakota the Corn Palace. 
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The test site back in the 20s, 30s, and 50s. It was thriving and booming. People couldn’t get enough of it. Weekends consisted of families packing the car up and taking a drive around Mitchell to the iconic beach. Now the city of Mitchell calls this beach “Sandy Beach.” Due to pollution of Lake Mitchell there has been a strong decrease in users around the lake. The City of Mitchell which is located just a mile south of the southern tip of the lake is a high trafficked tourism spot. 
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Missing connections between parks and trails around Lake Mitchell. Combining the amenities that the southern end of the lake has to offer and bringing them to the test side on the northern side of the lake. The connection around the lake will start at the southern end of the lake “the south hub” and go around the lake from there. Ferry, foot, bike and car travel will all get you to the test side on the Northern side of the lake seen in the yellow. The ferry gives all the views the lakes must off while dive in the car give snaps shots of the lake while traveling. Bringing you along the historic lakeshore drive to the site. Using existing biking and walking trails along the lake and have them be a complete trail makes active 
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Upstream from Lake Mitchell is its watershed that has hundreds of thousands of agriculture pastures and fields. CAFO or concentrated animal feeding operation and run off from fertilizing fields leads to an overload of nutrient entering the rivers and creeks that feed into Lake Mitchell.  Have a buffer along the shores of rivers and at mouths of lakes will decrease the among of overloads entering the water system. Having a 50 buffer between these lakes, rivers, and creeks will decrease the current run offs overloads. Next is how to improve the overloads in Lake Mitchell. Aluminum solutions attract phosphorus and nitrogen. This solution gathers phosphorus together in one concentrated space to where a Skimmer or Dredging can take place to remove those overloads. A skimmer is pulled by a boat to remove current algae overgrowth that is happening in that lake. This offers a short-term effect removing existing overgrowth that is they while the are skimmering. Dredging is the removal of sediment along the bottoms of lake and rivers. This process targets overloads that are just sitting and collecting on the base on the lake.  As seen here the highest contributors to overloads in lake Mitchell is what is entering the lake and the sentiments on the bottoms of the lake. The aluminum solution can be placed along upstream river to collect the overloads before reaching the lake  as well as dredging to clean out the existing overloads settlements along the lake bottoms. Land cover and shoreline have a strong impact on what is entering Lake Mitchell. Vegetation in shallow water can pick up and absorber phosphorus and nitrogen entering the water system. This is especially important at inlets into the lake. This also helps to decrease erosion along the lake as well. Reducing turf along the lakeshore slows down run off before it reaches the lake. Proper plants will be absorbed large amounts of phosphorous and nitrogen. Increase planting around these open turn areas by 65% will decrease the runoff and increase the abortion of overloads to not negatively effects the lake. 
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From the road to the lake we start with the swale that will collect and filter the water. Then followed by the prairie to wetland mix before the run off reaches the water. The swale is used to filter out overloads from the runoff. Can start at 12” deep and go deeper from there and being at least 4’ wide. On this site we will be using a two feet deep swale with a span of 12’
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Municipal public beach (my test site) was the first recreational beach on lake Mitchell. Families would pack up their cars with kids, wife, and lunch and head to the beach. Those families paved the path of what lake Mitchell is today, a luxury. How can we let those who come to lake Mitchell feel the joy and excitement they felt. People came to the beach to relax and to withhold a status that they could go to the lake. This formal vintage heritage is still there, just need to pull it out. The inspiration to create a formal vintage garden that is alive and embraces those martini party public beach culture.



Corn Kernels Corn Palace Corn Field
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Corn is the second highest crop grown in south Dakota behind wheat. Using corn kernels and corn field rows to formulate the design to bring the prides of south Dakota to the Booming Beach. 
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Complete street includes active transportation along with vehicle transportation. 
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Lake shore trail is split between two boardwalk. Giving space for the wetland to do its job and filter out the runoff water before reaching the lake. The roaring meadow can be used for everyday activities as an open meadow or host events what would use a small hilled amphitheater. 
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Mitchell’s Marina is the thriving hot spot at the Booming Beach. It hosts the terminal for Lake Mitchell’s water ferry that takes tours and bring people between the south hub and booming beach. It also host a place where people can eat, drink and shop while enjoying the views of activities  from the Mariana as well as the views from across the lake parks. The marina is set up to hold two boats in each slip leaving plenty of room between the boats at a safe distance 
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In 1953 the first boat house was placed here so it was important to keep that same charm and character that once kept the beach live and populated. A plaza in the front and the back of the boathouse leaves room to host events in one or the other provide shade in those hot summer months. 
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The swimming hole is where the history of Booming Beach started back in 1928. The Observatory lookout is a place for tourists to get views of all of Lake Mitchell. Resembling the corn palace in the heart of Mitchell it will be able to be decorated yearly to match the theme that the corn place has. The sports yard is located by the observatory because the corn palace in the city has multiple sports courts located inside. While traveling down the lake shore trail you will reach the bungalow forest where cabins for rent and tenting spaces are available. 




